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Eclipse & Odyssey Inflatables 

By Herm Hoops ~ 2015 {Revised 01/2018} 

 

Pro-Advantage imported Eclipse inflatables, mostly cheap boats from Taiwan over the few years they 

were in business - which came right after Udisco went out of business in the late 1980s.  Dick McGillis 

was the money behind Harold Horne and the start-up of Campways and   Dick’s son Mark McGillis 

was owner of Pro Advantage, which was a distributor of Riken.(19)  

 

Initially Eclipse boats were made of EDPM, but they later changed to hypalon and finally PVC.  The 

Eclipse's were a glued boat, almost all of them would eventually come apart at the seams and develop 

pinhole leaks.  A 13' Eclipse only sold for about $600 back in the day when it was brand new.(1)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

{Numbers in parenthesis (1) are REFERENCES; letters in parenthesis (#a) are described in SIGNIFICANT NOTES.} 
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The Odyssey name was taken from the Udisco models that were made of Hypalon.  The Odyssey uses 

German-designed and manufactured Mehler VALMEX® boat fabric, which is elastic, airtight and 

watertight, temperature and dirt resistant and highly durable.(#a.,. #b.)   Seams are double-taped (inside 

and out) and thermo-welded. 

 

Generally these were poorly made boats that had a short life expectancy.  The rubber companies in 

Taiwan have a record of doing what they have to do to keep prices low and more than competitive.  

Thus if is economical to grind up old tires to add into a mix you can expect it from Taiwanese boats.   

 

 

REFERENCES 
*  - University of Utah, J.Willard Marriott Library, Special River Archive, Herm Hoops Collection 

(1)   Mountain Buzz: The Boat People Danville, California; April 2,2009; 
(19*) Dan Baxter; email to Herm Hoops, 04/23/2013; 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

- Pro Advantage U.S. Coast Guard Hull Code: POV   

- Odyssey U.S. Coast Guard Hull Code: ODS   

- Odyssey: Head Water Rafts, Inc., 35 Hill Brothers Rd., Clancy, MT 59634 

 Phone: 406-459-9902  

-  http://www.odysseyrafts.net/rafts.php  

- Pro Advantage, 6419 S. State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 
 

 

SIGNIFICANT NOTES: 

(#a.)  Odyssey Warranty: 

“All Odyssey rafts sold to the Original Consumer by an AUTHORIZED DEALER shall be warranted 

against defect in materials and workmanship for a period of 5 years from the date of manufacture. 

Inflatables purchased from any person or company that is not an authorized dealer are expressly 

excluded from this warranty. Odyssey boats shall be repaired or replaced, at our option, if any 

inflatables or parts thereof shall be demonstrated to be defective under the terms of this warranty. Any 

such repair or replacement shall be performed at our warehouse, authorized repair station or another 

location as specified by HEADWATER RAFTS, INC.,  Some of the Odyssey boats were later made 

by Toyo Tire and Rubber Company. (Personal observation of Odyssey 16' raft 01/2018, Herm hoops). 

 

http://www.odysseyrafts.net/rafts.php
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(#b.)  Mehler Fabric: 

The textile industry is constantly improving the existing materials. Mehler Texnologies, as a pioneer 

fabric producer, is continuously increasing and perfecting those materials in every aspect. For 

engineering tensile structures, the most common choices are PVC coated polyester cloth materials.  

High quality low-wick treated PVC polyester fabrics generally achieve a structural lifespan in excess 

of 20 years.  In ordinary materials, the plasticizers in the PVC migrate towards the surface over a 

period of time making the surface harder to clean.  The PVC coating contains additives that include 

UV stabilizers, fire retardants, colouring and fungicidal agents.  Mehler Texnologies quality 

materials under the brand name VALMEX® MEHATOP are a selection of protective PVDF 

(fluorinated polymer) lacquers that enhance the ability to clean the PVC membrane.  Mehler’s PVDF 

coated fabrics incorporate a primer between the top coating lacquer and the PVC coating, including 5 

components in the structure of the  
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